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READY
STEADY
GO 2010
Investment Review and Outlook
Just over one year on from Lehman Brothers’ collapse, the world
economy appears to be regaining its positive momentum and risk
assets (i.e. equities, corporate credit, etc.) have performed remarkably
strongly. The key equity market drivers have been risk and liquidity
friendly economic policies, a robust corporate bond market, and the
fact that many investors appear to be in underweight equities.
Yet, the story of the last quarter has not been entirely one of increasing
risk. Government bond yields have fallen and gold has broken through
the psychological $1000 levels – moves normally associated with
increasing risk aversion. This suggests that some investors have not
forgotten the events of the last year and are far from unanimous in
embracing the ‘risk trade’.
The main problem that many investors face in their portfolios is that
the asset class they chose to protect them against the ravages of the
financial crisis – cash – does not earn enough of a return anymore,
while the main reason for holding cash – uncertainty – is slowly fading
movement out of cash and into other better yielding assets.
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THE NEAR TERM?
IT’S ALL ABOUT MOMENTUM,
WHICH CAN CHANGE QUICKLY!
All attention has now shifted to the shape of global
earnings recovery. Predictions of a lacklustre economic
recovery have raised fears that analysts’ consensus
forecasts for 20–30% global earnings growth in both 2010
and 2011 are too ambitious.
The immediate macroeconomic backdrop is defined

SUMMARY

ultra-low short-term interest rates, private sector deleveraging and extremely unorthodox monetary policies.
Global interest rates remain at historically low levels and
monetary authorities have clearly indicated that it is too
early to shift towards tighter monetary policies. Investors
are becoming less enamoured with cash returns and
are being encouraged to move up the risk curve and into
government bonds, corporate credit and, increasingly,
equities.

There is every reason to expect an uneven pattern of
economic data releases to emerge because rates of
growth clearly accelerated sharply around mid-year and
are now expected to level off. It is also highly likely that the
challenge from ongoing de-leveraging in the household
and financial sectors will make future growth rates lower
than we have been used to. A foundation for recovery
is intact, although not all the pillars are in place, and
the latest economic news (particularly unemployment)
provides reason to recognise the downside risk.

Markets should also continue to benefit from a backdrop
of earnings recovery determined by the moderation of
inventory de-stocking, which will lead to some inventory
re-stocking, a better (although subdued) employment
environment, and the consumption benefits of some
restored wealth via higher financial markets.

THE MEDIUM TERM?
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE HEADWINDS,
WHICH CAN CHANGE QUICKLY!
Despite gathering evidence of a recovering global
economy, central bankers are sending a clear message
that until they are convinced that further de-leveraging
has taken place and unemployment is no longer a threat,
the current stimulus will not be withdrawn. Therefore,
today’s massive policy stimulus is likely to be maintained
for longer than needed as insurance against an economic
relapse.
Perhaps the greatest challenge to corporate profitability
will be in late 2010/early 2011 when we should have
already seen a cyclical recovery in profits, but when
monetary and fiscal policy are likely to be tightened.
Of course, no market moves in a straight line (up or
down!) and periodic reversals are highly likely, especially
with potential confusion from upcoming economic data
as upward momentum slows. When things become
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less supportive on the economic front, risk appetite
could moderate and even turn adverse. It is anticipated
that investors will become more defensively oriented.
In addition, future investment returns may start to
re-emphasise dividends/yield, given the substantive
differential between cash returns and dividend yields.
Private investors who cannot put up with any possible
volatility should steer clear of equities no matter what
their perception is of current market conditions.

based strategy, in light of the scale and duration of the
rally to date, the rise in asset valuations and the existence
of some unique upside and downside risks, a broader,
slightly conservative approach is going to be most
appropriate for many private investors.
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ExTEnSIOn GRAnTED FOR REDucED
FREquEncY OF TAx RETuRnS
Revenue has broadened the criteria for businesses
to qualify for the reduced filing frequency of VAT and
PAYE/PRSI returns from 1 January 2010 in a bid to
reduce administration costs for small businesses.

PAY AnD FIlE SummARY
The following is a summary of upcoming pay and file dates:

cAPITAl GAInS TAx
Payment of Capital Gains Tax for the disposal of assets
made during the month ended 31 December 2009
31 January 2010

PAYE
P35 for the year ended 31 December 2009

15 February 2010

RElEVAnT PAYmEnTS TAx
RCT for the year ended 31 December 2009

REDunDAncY REbATES
15 February 2010

IncOmE TAx
Filing date of 2009 return of income
Pay preliminary income tax for 2010

Revenue is now in the process of writing to the
eligible businesses advising them of the change in the
filing dates. Eligible businesses should note that there
is no need to take action in order to benefit from the
reduced frequency filing requirements as Revenue
will automatically extend them from 1 January 2010.

31 October 2010
31 October 2010

VAT AmEnDmEnTS
The top rate of VAT has fallen from 21.5% to 21% from 1 January
2010. While this decrease will not reverse the Northern shopping
trend it will bring the VAT rate somewhat in line with that of
the UK, which has increased from 15% to 17.5%. Revenue has
published a guide to the rate change on www.revenue.ie.
Revenue has published new legislation on a 2010 VAT Package
that will amend the treatment of cross border supplies of services
from 1 January 2010. The new Place of Supply VAT rules are
summarised in the table below. A more detailed guide is available
on www.revenue.ie:

Where a business is awaiting a redundancy rebate
and has difficulty in meeting their tax liabilities,
Revenue previously announced that the business
can offset the redundancy rebate directly against the
outstanding taxes, thereby mitigating against any
interest and penalties that may be accruing on the
unpaid liabilities.
To expedite the process, Revenue has advised
that the business should provide authorisation
for payment of the rebate directly to Revenue by
submitting a completed application form to the
Revenue caseworker involved in managing the
case. The Redundancy Rebates and Tax Payment
Difficulties form is available on the Revenue website
for download at www.revenue.ie.

country of
establishment
of supplier

country in which
customer is
established

Status of
customer

Place of
supply

Person liable
to account for
Irish VAT

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Other EU State
Other EU State
Outside EU
Outside EU

Other EU State
Other EU State
Outside EU
Outside EU
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

Business
Private
Business
Private
Business
Private
Business
Private

Other EU State
Ireland
Outside EU
Depends on the nature of the Service
Ireland
Other EU State
Ireland
Depends on the nature of the Service

No Irish VAT
Supplier
No Irish VAT
Supplier (if VAT occurs)
Business Customer
No Irish VAT
Business Customer
Depends on the nature
of the Service –
if taxable in the State –
the supplier

Revenue has provided additional guidance on their website relating to when VAT may be claimed on bad debts. Revenue has
advised that the expiry of a creditor’s trade credit period is not sufficient to regard the debt as ‘bad’ for VAT purposes. In order
to claim VAT on the write-off of the bad debt the taxpayer must be able to demonstrate that they took all reasonable steps to
recover the debt. Revenue may review correspondence with the creditor in assessing if the VAT claim is allowable.
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Cloud Computing PROVIDES
SOLUTIONS ON THE GROUND
SMEs are getting a unique chance
to grow and expand their business
with cloud computing, an emerging
computing technology using the
internet and central remote servers
to maintain data and applications.
Software as a Service (SaaS) is giving
businesses the flexibility to pick and
choose applications – from basic email
to whole disk encryption – without
requiring an extensive IT department,
and the option to roll out more services
as and when needed. What’s more,
with services hosted offsite there
is no need for additional hardware
investment, and maintenance fees
are low to nonexistent.
The long-running debate around
cloud computing has recently been
reinvigorated, with many organisations
starting to seriously consider the pros
and cons of accessing applications
through a web browser as opposed
to having to host software on their
own PCs. It comes as little surprise
that cost has emerged as the most
promising draw for SMEs when
considering this model, but with
increasingly complex business
software becoming available there
could be other benefits to be had
in the cloud.
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However, some SMEs feel there are
downsides to SaaS. Security is a key
concern of organisations that may
feel uncomfortable having sensitive
corporate data held at an undisclosed
location, with concerns over access
policies remaining a stumbling block.
Other perceived issues include loss
of control over downtime or outages
and latency-related performance
problems in the cloud. This all leads to
a significant cost-benefit trade-off that
organisations must consider before
going down the SaaS route.

Recent postal strikes in the UK
served to further highlight the issue,
demonstrating the importance of
organisations being able to interact
with customers and clients through
online channels. In addition, the rising
cost of online payment processing,
ongoing fears over the security of
sensitive data transferred via email or
snail mail, and difficulties keeping up
with the revision process (on contracts
or other rolling documents) have
all contributed to the popularity of
collaborative technology.

As a result of these concerns
organisations have taken a somewhat
cautious approach to cloud computing
during the past year – selecting
just a few nonessential applications
to test the service against their
individual needs. However, with
the recent improvements to SaaS
delivery models, online collaboration
technology has rapidly evolved
and become available to smaller
organisations that previously couldn’t
afford the financial burden of licensing
and maintaining this increasingly
valuable technology.

For too long now, SMEs have been
frightened or unable to change the
terms of how they deal with their
clients, but if they wish to remain
competitive in this market then they
need to embrace new technology as
a way to level the playing field – and
they need to do it now. The provision
of collaboration technology for the
SME market would once have been
financially unviable – but by utilising
the power of enterprise cloud
computing, businesses can now
bypass the need for ever more complex
IT systems, while revolutionising the
way in which they operate and interact
with customers on the web in a simple,
cost-effective way.
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cREDIT unIOnS InTEREST REPORTInG
(ExTEnSIOn OF VOlunTARY DISclOSuRE
InITIATIVE)
The Revenue Commissioners have extended their
voluntary disclosure initiative for undisclosed income
or funds held in banks and building societies to credit
unions.
Taxpayers who had €100,000 or more in aggregate
in credit union accounts (which included funds not
previously declared for tax) at any time between 1
January 2005 and 31 December 2008 have until 31
March 2010 to make a voluntary disclosure.

nEw RulES FOR DIREcT DEbIT
cuSTOmERS
The European payment services directive took effect
on 1 November 2009. It removes many of the risks
associated with paying direct debit.
The new directive now requires banks to refund direct
debits on request within eight weeks of payment. For
example, if a client has a dispute with the ESB, that
client can request the bank to refund all direct debit
payments made to the ESB in the preceding eight
weeks. It is not necessary to provide the bank with a
reason and the money should be back in the clients
account even before ESB is advised of the claim.

Persons who wish to make a voluntary disclosure will
receive the following benefits:
l
l

l

The penalty for underpaid tax will be substantially
mitigated
Their name and settlement amount will not be
published by Revenue in the quarterly list of tax
defaulters in Iris Oifigiúil
Revenue will not initiate an investigation with a
view to prosecution

Taxpayers who are already under enquiry or who failed
to disclose these accounts in a previous investigation
are precluded from making a qualifying disclosure.

REnT TO buY SchEmES
Rent to Buy schemes
provide incentives for
individuals to purchase
a property, using part or
all of the rent paid, as a
deposit. The most common
variation of this scheme gives tenants the
opportunity to live in the property for a trial
period while paying rent and gives them a discount
on the purchase price should purchase take place
within an agreed period of time. While the prospective
buyer is paying rent, he or she is entitled to claim rent
relief. The current reliefs are as follows for rent paid in
2009:
Under 55:
Single Person: up to €400 (€2,000 x 20%)
Married Couple or Widowed Person: up to €800 (€4000
x 20%)
Over 55:
Single Person: up to €800 (€4,000 x 20%)
Married Couple or Widowed Person: up to €1,600
(€8,000 x 20%)

GOOD nEwS FOR START-uP cOmPAnIES
The Bank of Ireland has launched a new €26m fund
to invest in start-up and early stage companies. In
addition the fund will go to support patent and patentpending projects within Irish universities. This fund
is part of a five-year Enterprise Ireland seed and
venture capital programme. The fund will focus on
the technology, green technology, food and financial
services sectors, which are export focused.

TRAVEl AGEnTS VAT mARGIn SchEmE
From 1 January 2010, VAT will be accounted for on the
basis of the travel agent’s margin rather than on the
full amount the travel agent receives for the supply of
services. This EU scheme will enable a travel agent to
account for VAT in one Member State on all the travel
services that he/she has supplied. The place of supply
is the place where the travel agent has established his
or her business, or has a fixed establishment.
The scheme applies to travel agents or undisclosed
agents established in Ireland who supply travel
packages. Other businesses may come within the
terms of the scheme when they add accommodation
or passenger transport to a package, e.g.:
l
l

Organisers of sporting events, training courses,
incentive travel or conference organisers
Hotels buying in additional services for their
guests and selling them on
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efficient business in

5 steps
1
2
3
4
5
6

Learn From Your Customers:

It is important to know what customers think about your products/services and to ensure that you act
proactively if the feedback is negative. Do not be afraid to ask! Feedback can be taken in a number
of ways: by phone, face to face, by email or by post. Ask: Was the customer satisfied with the quality
of the product or service? Would they make any recommendations for future transactions? Is there
something that they would like to see more/less of? Will they do business with you again? Will they
recommend you to others? Ask your customers for written testimonials.

Reach Beyond Your Existing Customer Base:

 ook for potential new customers. What do you need to do in order to get them to buy from you? Could
L
you: Customise your product/service offering? Change your distribution strategy? Promote yourself in
a different way? Plan a marketing campaign using your customer database to increase revenue and
awareness of your product/service offerings?

Power Of Focus Groups:

 ocus groups are a powerful means to evaluate services, test new product concepts or get ideas to
F
reinvent your business. Companies can get a great deal of information during a focus group session.
Basically, focus groups are feedback interviews, with six to eight people at the same time in the same
group who would be reflective of your target audience.

Getting Paid On Time:

 ommunication is a key part of managing your credit policies. Ensure that written documentation
C
such as invoices and statements clearly outline your credit terms. Invoice immediately when the goods
are dispatched or service is delivered. Emailing invoices is labour saving and is the fastest way of
submitting for payment. Make a telephone call as soon as the payment falls due, asking when payment
will be made. A letter is recommended if payment continues to run overdue. If possible, offer a range
of payment options.

Exercise Good Time Management - The 80/20 Pareto Principle:

 0% of your work/effort achieves 80% of your results! What this means is that just 20% of your time
2
deals with productive activities. Work out which tasks add the most value to your role and invest your
time wisely by organising your workspace, planning and prioritising, goal setting, having productive
work habits and keeping a focused diary system. It is all about working smarter and not harder. We
are measured by the results we get, not by the amount of time we spend at work.
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AhERn bAnS uPwARD OnlY REnT REVIEwS

FREE lEGAl AID SchEmE ExTEnDED

Justice Minister Dermot Ahern has banned upward only rent
review clauses in business leases. The banning order on
upward only rent reviews will amend clauses under section
132 of the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act. The
section will come into operation on 28 February 2010. This
ban will only apply to leases taken out after this date.

The District Court free criminal aid scheme, which has so
far been restricted to solicitors, is being extended to include
barristers.

nEw RulES AllOwInG FOR ThE
RESERVATIOn OF A cOmPAnY nAmE

Under the new scheme, a defence solicitor must apply in
writing for a barrister. The District Judge must be satisfied
that the defendant is too poor to afford counsel, and that
the gravity and complexity of the case, or other exceptional
circumstances, make it essential in the interests of justice
that the defendant be represented by a barrister.

New rules came into effect recently allowing applicants to
apply to the Registrar of Companies to reserve a specified
name for a company prior to incorporation.
If the proposed company name is acceptable to the Registrar
the applicant will be notified that the proposed name is
reserved for a period of 28 days. During this period no other
company may be incorporated with the reserved name.

The decision follows a ruling by the Supreme Court that
defendants should be entitled to representation by counsel in
serious or complicated cases.

Defendants may have to provide a statement of means before
being granted a legal representation certificate. The judge’s
decision on the application is final and may not be appealed.

An application fee of €25 is due with all applications and an
additional €25 is required for an extension of the reservation
period. Applications to reserve a specified name may be
submitted to the Companies Online Registration Environment
service available on the CRO website www.cro.ie.

TIEA SIGnED wITh lIEchTEnSTEIn

DEATh-knEll FOR PublIc AccESS TO wIllS

The Irish government has recently signed an agreement with
the Government of the Principality of Liechtenstein for the
Exchange of Information Relating to Tax Matters.
This agreement will allow the Revenue Commissioners
to request information, which is relevant to an Irish tax
investigation, directly from the authorities in Liechtenstein.
Information that is typically relevant is bank account
information and beneficial ownership information for
companies and other entities established in Liechtenstein.
The Tax Information Exchange Agreement (TIEA) with
Liechtenstein is the ninth that Ireland has signed, following
the signing of agreements with the Isle of Man, Guernsey,
Jersey, the Cayman Islands, Gibraltar, Anguilla, the Turks and
Caicos Islands and Bermuda.

IRElAnD mOVES clOSER
TO A cOmPlETE lAnD REGISTRY
The days of cumbersome, costly and complex unregistered
titles are numbered. Minister for Justice Dermot Ahern has
signed an order extending compulsory registration of land to
twelve more counties. The only counties remaining outside the
compulsory registration system for the foreseeable future will
be Dublin and Cork. As a result, Ireland will move closer to a
complete land register.
This modernisation of the Irish land registration system – with
electronic conveyancing of land and the reforms proposed
by the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act – will mean
reduced registration delays and associated costs.

The head of the Probate Office
has advised that information available
to the public about the contents of wills was ‘an invasion
of privacy’ and put beneficiaries ‘at risk’.
The change – which was approved recently by the President
of the High Court, Richard Johnson – now prevents
members of the public or the media getting access to the
details of the deceased’s estate unless they are a direct
beneficiary of a will. This is a change to the established
practice of the past 42 years.
The President of the High Court issued a ‘practice direction’
to the Probate Office that a document known as the Inland
Revenue Affidavit, which lists details of property and other
assets, can now only be inspected by people who benefit
from a will, or a Government official who has a legitimate
interest in its contents.
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AS A CREDITOR YOU HAVE OPTIOnS AFTER GETTING A DEbT JUDGMENT...

REGISTER JuDGmEnT In hIGh cOuRT cEnTRAl OFFIcE
This threat to a Debtor’s credit rating may be enough,
however, it has no real effect if the Debtor is a failing
business.

ORDER chARGInG A PARTnER’S InTEREST
Under the Partnership Act this allows the Creditor to obtain
an order to charge the partners interest in the business to the
payment of the debt due.

REGISTER JuDGmEnT mORTGAGE
This is useful where the Debtor has property. It ensures
Creditor priority above unsecured creditors, but is ineffective
where Debtor already has fully secured property with a lender.

bAnkRuPTcY
Very much a last resort, as it gives the Creditor no priority
over other creditors, with rules of preference being similar
to Liquidation or Receiverships. A court will not grant a
Bankruptcy Order until it is shown that all other methods
were unsuccessful.

ExEcuTIOn ORDERS/FIERI FAcIAS/ShERIFF
Once an Execution Order is obtained it is sent to the sheriff to
enforce. This is of no use unless the Debtor has viable goods
that the sheriff can get his hands on and sell.
InSTAlmEnT AnD cOmmITTAl ORDERS
If the Creditor gets an Instalment Order and the Debtor
fails to pay, the Creditor can apply to the District Court for
a Committal Order. Since the Enforcement of Court Orders
(Amendment) Act 2009 a Creditor must show the Debtor
willfully refuses to pay and has no goods before a judge can
order committal.
ATTAchmEnT OF DEbTS (GARnIShEE ORDERS)
Where a Debtor has no assets to pay, but is owed by a third
party, then Judgment Creditors can apply to court for an
order directing the third party to bypass the Debtor and pay
the Creditor directly.
REcEIVER bY wAY OF EquITAblE
ExEcuTIOn
An expensive process whereby a
Judgment Creditor applies to the
court for an order appointing them
Receiver over the Debtor’s assets.
This allows them to collect money
due to the Debtor from a third
party. However, the Receiver has
no power to pursue the third
party and must seek further
directions from the court upon
receiving the payment.
ORDER chARGInG STOckS
AnD ShARES
Allows Creditor to apply
to the court for an order
charging the stocks and
shares owned by the
Debtor.
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PRIVATE ARRAnGEmEnTS bY DEbTOR
unDER cOuRT cOnTROl
Debtors can apply themselves to court to halt various
enforcements and seek individual protection. The Debtor
must present a scheme to the court and the Creditors must
vote to pass it.
wInDInG uP cOmPAnIES
Once a Creditor can prove insolvency, orders for Liquidation
or Receivership can be obtained. Usually this is preceded
by an examinership application by the company. This is also
a last resort for a Creditor, as it gains no priority for the
Creditor and cannot guarantee payment in the long run.

This Newsletter is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter and is
necessarily in a condensed form. Advice should be taken before acting on information in it.

Debt YOu hAVE
enforcement OPTIOnS!

